Ill Show You Mine

They could be each others second
chanceunless their mistakes are too big to
overlook.When Alyssa Warren meets
Shane McNeill at a wedding, sparks fly.
Despite a litany of mistakes no one will let
her forget, she cant resist indulging in one
hot nightone that leaves her hungry for
more.Alyssas not ready to let her past scare
Shane off, though, so she proposes a casual
arrangementlive in the moment, no
discussing ancient history.Shanes on board
with that. No-strings, kinky sex with a
beautiful woman who has no interest in his
pastand with a libido that matches his own?
Hell yeah. If she knew about the monster
mistakes hes made, shed run for the hills,
so hes all for enjoying this wild ride for as
long as it lasts.As they delve deeper into
each others kinks, though, its only a matter
of time before trust and intimacy start
entangling their hearts. But before a future
can take shape, theyll have to come
cleanand hope their confessions dont drive
them apart.Warning: Contains a woman
who knows what she wants in bed and isnt
afraid to demand it, and a man whos more
than happy to giveor takeanything her body
desires. In between making deliciously
dirty demands of his own, that is.
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